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The Addingham 4Becks Project 

Parish Council Meeting: August 22nd 

Background 

1. Project started in June 2017 concerned with the four main becks in the parish: 

 

 Town Beck 

 Back Beck 

 Winebeck  

 Lumb Ghyll Beck 

 

2. Steering Committee of residents and agency representatives meets monthly 

 

 Charlotte Simon (Chair) – Yorkshire Dales Rivers Trust 

 Kirsty Breaks – Bradford Metropolitan District 

 Kathy Stevenson - Environment Agency 

 Andrew Walker – Yorkshire Water 

 Jon Grey – Wild Trout Trust 

 Catherine Coates – Addingham Parish Council 

 Tony Brady – Addingham Anglers Association 

 Jessica Penrose – Addingham Environment Group 

 Jan Hindle – Addingham Environment Group 

 Peter Miller – Addingham Environment Group 

 Rick Battarbee – Addingham Environment Group 

 

3. Objectives agreed by the Steering Committee 

 

 Raise awareness about the becks and their value for people and wildlife 

 Improve water quality, mainly from nutrient pollution 

 Improve or restore wildlife habitats e.g. bankside vegetation, barriers to fish passage 

 Protect or rebuild wildlife populations e.g. brown trout 

 Eliminate or control invasive species e.g. Himalayan balsam, signal crayfish 

 Reduce flood risk by e.g. improved preparedness and slowing the flow  

 

4. Beck stewards, members of Addingham Environment Group meeting as necessary 

 

 Remove litter and builders rubble 

 Monitor potential pollution events by reporting discoloured water 

 Record plant and animal populations 

 Engage with beckside homeowners 

 Receive training 
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 Wharfe Levy Bid June 2018 

1. Aims 

 

 To help residents understanding the role they can play in reducing flood risk and improving 

the value of our becks in terms of habitat, biodiversity and water quality 

 To understand the impact of recent, especially the Boxing Day 2015, floods on Addingham 

 To explore how to make the village more resilient to the impacts of flooding by for example 

introducing natural flood measures (NFM) upstream and sustainable urban drainage 

systems (SuDS) within the village to slow the flow of water and reduce peak discharge 

 To produce an effective flood management plan to be implemented in stage 2 

 To demonstrate how SuDS and NFM can be used to provide co-benefits for water quality 

and habitat restoration 

 To showcase the approach Addingham is taking to the wider community in Wharfedale 

 

2. Resources 

 

 £20,000 for salary, consumables and other expenses 

 A YDRT Project Officer (30% time) working with village residents, local landowners 

 Beck stewards as a local volunteer force of citizen scientists within the community 

 Professional expertise, advice and facilities from responsible agencies, trusts and companies 

 

3. Tasks 

 

3.1 Raising awareness and understanding 

 

 Flooding questionnaire – feedback and public meeting 

 Prepare and staff Environment Day display on June 30th  

 Prepare and staff a stand at the village Gala in July  

 Organise three drop-in sessions open to the wider Wharfedale community on the themes of 
“Water flows and flooding”, “Water quality” and “Plants and Wildlife” 

 
3.2 Gathering and generating information  

 

 Map surface water drains, inflows, culverts and weirs, measure flows, identify invasive 

species, identify aquatic plants  

 Install rain gauges, map water sources, springs and flow-paths and install beck-level 

recording station on Lumb Ghyll Beck 

 Assess water quantity – water quality relationships for nutrient chemistry (see Fig. 1) 

 Set up a database to store all data on beck levels, flow velocity and discharge, water quality 

plant and animal populations and historical records 

 Develop a GIS for mapping the catchments of all four becks adding layers for water flow, 

channel morphology, water quality, invasive species, vegetation and land-use, etc 
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Figure 1.  Map of Town Beck showing phosphorus concentrations (in ppb) and major inputs of storm 

water from village estates leading to poor water quality and high discharge 

 

3.3 Outputs 

 

 Design a community led Flood Risk Management plan, which will identify local actions to 

reduce the risk of flooding to the community and will link into and strengthen the flooding 

aspects of the Communities Emergency plan 

 Build a 4Becks Project web-page to provide up-to-date information on all activities and to 

hold documents (maps, report, walks) for downloading 

 Generate a report including a description of the work undertaken along with summary maps 

of the beck system, water quality, land-use etc 

 Design and make available one or more village beck walks linking together points of interest 

along the becks backed up by more detailed information on the website 

 Raise awareness about SuDS across the village by demonstrating the YDRT’s SuDS house at 

the Environment Day, producing a leaflet that describes what can be done to slow or 

prevent surface water from paved areas entering the becks and recruiting volunteer 

householders to host demonstration systems  

 Assess potential for NFM by catchment walkovers, holding discussions with landowners, 

mapping potential sites and using hydrological data to model effectiveness  

 Produce a guide for residents on how to make Addingham more resilient to future flooding, 

describing the methods residents could use to prevent damage, to raise awareness of the  
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village Emergency Plan, how help can be obtained, where equipment is stored and how it 

can be accessed. Publicise at a village meeting   

 

3.4 Value-added 

 

 Demonstrate how measures taken to prepare for flooding can benefit water quality and 

biodiversity by reducing nutrient pollution and creating wetland habitat   

 Identify sites along the becks where these co-benefits can be illustrated  

 

4. Expanding the Project  

This project is designed to be Phase 1 of a larger project.  It is proposed that Phase 2 will have two 

major elements: 

 A review and evaluation of Phase 1 to provide a template that can be re-used in other 

communities along the Wharfe. 

 Details of the works identified within the flood risk management plan along with plans and 

costs for carrying them out.   

The role of the Parish Council 

 Parish Council Chair is a member of the Steering Committee 

 Chair reports back to Parish Council as necessary 

 Desirable for PC and 4Becks to work together on the village Emergency Plan 

 Desirable for PC and 4Becks to follow jointly agreed best management practice and work 

together to explain project objectives with residents, especially riparian householders 

 Other? 

 

 

Rick Battarbee and Charlotte Simons  

Addingham Environment Group and Yorkshire Dales Rivers Trust 

15.08.2018 

 


